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igital Mammography: Coming of Age

ndrew D.A. Maidment, PhD
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ccording to the U.S. Food and
rug Administration [1], as of May

, 2005, 7.2% (640 of 8911) of
ertified facilities in the United
tates had at least one digital mam-
ography system, and 6.4% (874

f 13,621) of accredited mammog-
aphy units were digital. These
umbers are changing rapidly; in
he period from March 1 to April
0, 2005, there was a net increase of
5 accredited digital units in the
nited States, while in the same

ime period, the number of accred-
ted screen-film mammography
nits declined by 71. Has digital
ammography come of age?
The motivation for adopting

igital mammography has changed
ver the years. In the early days of
igital mammography (the mid-
980s to the mid-1990s), the most
ommon reason cited in favor of
igital mammography was the
echnical superiority of digital im-
ging technology [2–4]. A screen-
lm mammography system is nec-
ssarily a product of compromise; it
s the detector, the display device,
nd the storage medium. The use of
igital mammography allows for
he separation of these tasks into
pecialized detectors, display de-
ices, and picture archiving and
ommunication systems, each of
hich can be individually opti-
ized. The digital format also sim-

lifies the implementation of com-
uter-aided detection (CAD) and
ther image-processing schemes, be-
ause the image data are intrinsically
igital, and thus film digitization is
liminated. In early work, the superi-
rity of digital detectors over film was
epeatedly emphasized. Digital de-
ectors have a larger dynamic range

nd a potentially superior signal-to- c
oise ratio (for a given detector dose),
roviding the potential for superior
mage quality at the same dose or
imilar image quality to film at a re-
uced dose [3]. Although these argu-
ents are true, it is generally recog-

ized today that the most important
imitation in mammography (film or
igital) is the projective geometry,
hich is discussed below.
Today, the primary motivation

or switching to digital mammogra-
hy is not necessarily the superior-
ty of detector technology but
ather the intrinsic value of the dig-
tal image format. Today, a large
umber of facilities are completely
igital with the sole exception of
ammography. The continued

upport of a film storage facility and
taff members for mammography is
ot economical. In larger facilities,
he absence of mammography im-
ges from picture archiving and
ommunication systems and the
bsence of these images from pa-
ients’ electronic records (visible in
linicians’ offices and consultation
nd operating rooms) are clear def-
cits. In addition, the continued use
f film makes the adoption of CAD
ore costly and time consuming.
The initial capital experience of

igital mammography systems is
igh. However, digital mammogra-
hy offers monetary incentives
bove and beyond the savings
chieved in the file room and
hrough the efficiencies of im-
roved throughput. The average
edicare technical component and

mbulatory patient classification
ees for digital screening mammog-
aphy for 2005 are $98.91, com-
ared with $49.27 for screen-film
ammography; the professional
omponent of $36.38 is the same a

0091
or both types of studies [5]. The
verage Medicare technical compo-
ent and ambulatory patient classi-
cation fees for diagnostic digital
ammography are $97.40, com-

ared with $52.30 for screen-film
ammography; again, the profes-

ional component of $45.10 is the
ame for both types of studies. The
nclusion of CAD (whether for
creening or diagnostic, digital or
creen-film mammography) adds
n average a total of $19.71 to
edicare reimbursement. Assum-

ng that all insurers reimburse at a
imilar level and that this differen-
ial will be maintained, most facili-
ies could recover their capital costs
n 2 to 3 years.

There is reasonable evidence that
igital mammography is comparable
ith screen-film mammography in

erms of specificity, sensitivity, and
bserver performance. In the trial of
ewin et al [6], involving 4945
creening mammograms of women
ged 40 years and older, digital mam-
ography and film had comparable

ensitivities and receiver operating
haracteristic observer performance.
owever, digital mammography had
statistically significantly reduced re-
all rate and a superior (but not sig-
ificant) positive predictive value at
iopsy. Clinical trials in Europe have
hown similar results. Currently, we
wait the results of the ACR Imaging
etwork’s Digital Mammographic

creening Trial study. This clinical
rial, begun in October 2001, was de-
igned to measure any potential ben-
fit of digital mammography in
creening. Approximately 49,500
omen have participated in this trial

t 31 sites in the United States and
anada. The results of this trial are
nxiously awaited and are likely to be

© 2005 American College of Radiology
-2182/05/$30.00 ● DOI 10.1016/j.jacr.2005.06.008
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ublished about the same time as this
olumn. It is highly unlikely that dig-
tal mammography will be found to
e statistically significantly inferior
o screen-film mammography; any
ther outcome will likely accelerate
he transition to digital mammog-
aphy.

Although it is clear that the cur-
ent detectors in digital mammog-
aphy are adequate to the task,
any new innovations are on the

orizon. Each of the major detector
anufacturers is in the process of

eveloping or releasing the next
eneration of digital detectors.
hese improvements address a
umber of areas, including the de-
elopment of larger detectors (cov-
ring approximately 24 � 30 cm)
o address the need to image all
reast sizes, as well as reductions in
mage readout time and detector
oise (both needed for advanced
pplications). There are a number
f technologies available, including
assette-based photostimulable phos-
hors, indirect and direct flat-panel
etectors, scanning charge-coupled
evice technology, and 2 different
canning photon-counting detectors.
n all of these systems, there is a con-
inued effort to reduce the amount of
issue lost at the chest wall and at the
dges of the detector (ie, correspond-
ng to areas that image the axilla in

ediolateral oblique projections).
urthermore, there continues to be
ebate on the most appropriate pixel
ize in digital mammography. There
s no clearly correct answer. Most re-
earch now indicates that a pixel size
f between 50 and 100 �m is accept-
ble. Such factors as the intrinsic spa-
ial resolution of a detector (ie, the
odulation transfer function), the

oise of the detector compared with
he x-ray quantum noise (usually
uantified in terms of the detective
uantum efficiency), and the image
rocessing applied to the images all

ffect the detectability and conspicu- A
ty of fine details such as fibrils and
alcifications; those features most
losely associated with concerns of
ixel size. Suffice it to say that all of
he commercially available systems
re adequate for these tasks.

An area of relative weakness to-
ay is the issue of display worksta-
ions. At the time of writing, there
s only one manufacturer with a
icture archiving and communica-
ion system display system ap-
roved for reading all of the various
anufacturers’ digital mammogra-

hy images. All other manufactur-
rs today produce workstations that
re approved only for reading im-
ges produced with their own digi-
al mammography systems. Al-
hough this situation is likely to
hange very quickly, the fact re-
ains that many manufacturers’
orkstations offer special process-

ng and display options that are
roprietary and not available to us-
rs if the images are read on any
ther vendors’ workstations. Fur-
hermore, the processing that is of-
ered is often not reversible, so that
t may be difficult or even impossi-
le to accurately compare images of
he same woman acquired on dif-
erent digital mammography sys-
ems, particularly if quantitative
easures (such as breast glandular-

ty) are of interest. Although an at-
empt at providing sufficient flexi-
ility was incorporated into the
nitial Digital Imaging and Com-

unications in Medicine standard
f the mammogram image object
efinition, with the inclusion of
for processing” and “for presenta-
ion,” the implementation and use
f these features has generally been
oor and subject to error (David
lunie, personal communication,
ay 23, 2005). This is a current

ubject of discussion for the ACR/
ational Electrical Manufacturers

ssociation Digital Imaging and fi
ommunications in Medicine
orking Group 15.
There has been an interesting ad-

ance in the archive of digital mam-
ography images. As a result of an

arly National Library of Medicine
rant [7], there have been tremen-
ous advances in the development
f permanent breast health records
nline. Several companies now of-
er breast imaging centers the abil-
ty to archive their digital mammo-
rams in one of a number of
entralized Web archives. Such a
ervice offers breast imaging centers
xcellent long-term image storage
nd disaster management, as well as
number of value-added services,

uch as CAD and offline image
rinting. The result is that many
enters (especially smaller, stand-
lone breast imaging centers) can
void certain capital expenses (e.g.,
arge archives and high-quality film
rinters) in exchange for an ongo-
ng operating expense. Such ser-
ices also offer many advantages to
onsumers, because patients will
ow have the ability to maintain
heir own digital mammography
ecords, so that images can be
eadily viewed by physicians across
he country (or world) with appro-
riate permission. This is a clear
mprovement over the use of dupli-
ated film mammograms, which
ave intrinsically poor image qual-

ty and are easily lost.
Finally, digital mammography fa-

ilitates many advanced acquisition
nd processing methods. The two
ost widely touted methods to-

ay are breast tomosynthesis and
ontrast-enhanced mammography
CEM). Both methods are based on
he realization that mammography is
ot limited by the number of x-rays
eing used to image the breast but
ather the superimposition of the an-
tomic structures of the breast upon
hemselves, thus making the task of

nding a cancer much like finding
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ne specific tree in a large forest.
reast tomosynthesis attempts to ad-
ress this problem by imaging the
reast tomographically. Contrast-
nhanced mammography attempts
o address this problem by differen-
ially increasing the subject contrast
f breast cancers through the uptake
f iodinated contrast agents (similar
o the method of breast magnetic res-
nance imaging).

Tomosynthesis is a term coined by
rant [8], for synthetic tomography,

n which a discrete version of contin-
ous linear tomography was pro-
osed. Today, it is recognized that
omosynthesis is in fact a special case
f computed tomography in which a
imited number of projections is
sed, leading to the alternate names
f limited-view (or limited-angle)
omputed tomography. Tomosyn-
hesis is being pursued by many re-
earch groups and most mammogra-
hy manufacturers [9–13], while
oone et al [14,15], Tornai et al [16],
ing et al [17], and others are pursu-

ng fully three-dimensional com-
uted tomography of the breast. Raf-
erty [18], in a pilot study of 60
atients, has shown that with tomo-
ynthesis, the callback rate was re-
uced by 83%, while providing a
3% detection rate for actual cancers.
hese initial results seem to indicate

hat breast tomography has a very
right future; some have proposed
hat it will replace mammography.
owever, there will need to be a

arge, multicenter clinical trial to
rove the value of breast tomosynthe-
is. Furthermore, it is not clear
hether tomosynthesis should be
sed for screening, diagnosis, or
oth.

Finally, there has been significant
ork in the area of CEM. Skar-
athiotakis et al [19] and Jong et al
20] used temporal subtraction of
ammograms acquired before and

fter injection of an iodinated con-

rast agent to produce CEM images.
ewin et al [21] investigated the use
f dual-energy subtraction CEM.
ontrast-enhanced mammography

eeks to derive functional informa-
ion about breast lesions, much like
agnetic resonance imaging of the

reast. Contrast-enhanced mam-
ography provides an alternate
ethod of overcoming the superpo-

ition limitation of mammography.
ontrast-enhanced mammography

dds new information, because more
han morphology is being imaged.

oreover, CEM can be combined
ith tomosynthesis to produce im-

ges with the appearance and features
f contrast-enhance magnetic reso-
ance breast images. In an ongoing
linical trial of multimodality breast
maging, we have imaged 8 pa-
ients with contrast-enhanced tomo-
ynthesis; the initial results are en-
ouraging. Finally, several groups, in-
luding researchers at the University
f Pennsylvania, are now examining
ammographic imaging agents that

pecifically bind to tumors.
In summary, digital mammogra-

hy has come a long way, from the
evelopment of the first generation
f imaging detectors in the 1980s
o the ongoing assessment of large
linical trials and the development
f new and innovative means of ra-
iographically imaging the breast.
here are many compelling reasons

o switch to digital, and given re-
ent statistics from the Food and
rug Administration, it seems that

igital mammography is beginning
o supplant screen-film mammog-
aphy.
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